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Abstract
The talent sourcing stage of the recruitment value chain has been subject to disruption over
recent decades, driven by changes in communications, transport and media channels. For
example, the transition from print to digital media changed the face of recruitment
advertising; and the ubiquity of the mobile phone has changed how recruitment transactions
take place.
Frothy analyst commentary maintains that online social networks, in particular LinkedIn,
have had a similarly disruptive effect on talent sourcing, with LinkedIn establishing a new
dominant design, and traditional online job-boards (classified aggregators) moving into
discontinuity, as evidenced by the decline of Monster Worldwide. However our research
indicates the emergence of LinkedIn and social recruiting represents an incremental change
rather than a new “social recruiting” S-curve.
LinkedIn’s success in recruitment is based on social tools offering more effective CV data
capture and effective deployment of a freemium business model. As Facebook looks to
diversify its revenue streams, LinkedIn’s existing recruitment revenues may be vulnerable to
Facebook’s scale advantage over LinkedIn and better social tools with deeper engagement
levels.
The incumbent OTS with more traditional models include Monster, CareerBuilder, SEEK
and Indeed. Some have faced margin pressure and loss of market share in recent years. Their
latest responses focus on inclusion of social recruiting into the traditional model, which is
necessary but not sufficient.
The suggested strategic responses to social recruiting are technical - mobile/video recruiting;
market-based – quality of hire; and non-market – data privacy lobbying. None of these
complementary actions have been adopted seriously by incumbents yet, presenting an
opportunity for the first to design and execute this triangulated strategy.
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List of Definitions and Abbreviations
ATS

Applicant Tracking System: web-based workflow software which enables
jobseeker applications to be processed through hiring and on-boarding.

CV

Curriculum vitae; either in traditional form of a resumé or CV document, or in
the form of a professional profile such as that found on LinkedIn.

Disruptive
innovation

Innovation is a “new way of doing things that is commercialized” (Porter) and
can either be radical or incremental. An innovation is radical (or disruptive) if
the technological, market or organizational knowledge required to exploit it is
very different from existing knowledge in the market. Disruptive innovation
renders existing competences and knowledge obsolete – what made you
succeed before will no longer make you succeed. For example, refrigerators
were a disruptive innovation because firms needed to understand
thermodynamics, coolants and electric motors; which was very different to
knowledge about how to harvest and haul ice. Incremental innovation builds
on existing knowledge and competences – what made you succeed before
remains part of what you need to succeed now. For example, the dramatic
improvements in the performance of Intel microchips were incremental
innovations, as each generation built on the knowledge of the last. Most
innovations are incremental (Afuah, 2003).

OTS

Online Talent Source, including job-boards, online professional communities
and SNS used for research and profiling, and soliciting applications from
jobseekers.

RPO

Recruitment Process Outsourcing: specialist form of business process
outsourcing relating to the RVC, typically utilized by large corporations on
long term contracts.

RVC

Recruitment Value Chain.

SNS

Web-based services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public … profile
within a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they
share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of connections and
those made by others. (Boyd and Ellison, 2007). Distinguished from offline
social networks such as trade bodies, associations and clubs by their primary
focus on connecting and communicating on the World Wide Web.

TMO

Technology Market and Organizational types of innovation.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
Recruitment of staff is one of the most fragmented of business processes. In the UK, there are
38m. working age people (House of Commons Population ageing: statistics 2012) to be
connected with 5m. employers (FT.com Number of businesses in UK reaches record 2010),
through 11,500 staffing agencies (CIETT, 2011) and 1,200 job-boards (Whatjobsite, 2007).
Recruitment Value Chain
The talent sourcing stage of recruitment, i.e. finding suitable applicants for vacancies, has
been subject to significant disruption over recent decades through innovation in technology,
markets and organization. For example, the transition from print to digital media changed the
face of recruitment advertising; and the ubiquity of the mobile phone has changed how
recruitment transactions take place. Online Talent Sourcing (OTS) is the de facto norm for
talent sourcing, fitting into a stylized Recruitment Value Chain (RVC) as in Figure 1.
Figure 1

The depth of the steps in the value chain indicates the approximate number of meaningful
participants in that step (relative, not to scale). The arrows indicate disintermediating
activity. In recent years, the Organizational RVC has been redefined in two key ways –
Figure 2. Firstly, the advertising agency has been largely disintermediated, for reasons
discussed below in Figure 3. Secondly, the staffing agency and OTS steps have become
blurred and overlapping, with cross-over propositions launched by both new entrants and
incumbents, such as fixed fee shortlisting services such as James Caan’s WebRecruit and
Johnston Press’ The SmartList.
Figure 2
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In addition to the Organizational view of the RVC, using the TMO framework (Ventresca
and Seidel), it is instructive to present Market and Technology views of the RVC to identify
reasons for the value chain shifts.
Figure 3

The Technology RVC presents a profile consistent with the original Organizational RVC,
with one exception: the substitution of advertising agency services by multiposter technology,
i.e. a web-based system which distributes job ads and search queries to multiple OTSs and
aggregates response for end users. Multiposter technology is owned separately from
advertising agencies, and can be used discretely. A likely reason why recruitment advertising
agencies have been disintermediated is because their service was substituted by multiposter
technology. This rests on two key assumptions: that the principal benefit delivered by
recruitment advertising agencies was the management of multiple media sources; and that
this became feasible as the transition from print to digital occurred, and the generation and
transmission of ads became less costly.
Figure 4

The Market view of the RVC gives us a clear picture of the four markets involved in the
RVC: the unmonetised market of jobseekers competing with one another for roles; the
employers competing for talented staff; the staffing agencies and substitute RPO offerings;
and the OTS market. The rest of this paper will focus on the OTS market.
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Online Talent Sources
Talent sourcing is performed by a recruiter from a staffing agency or corporation, either as
part of a wider role in the RVC or in a dedicated role as a sourcer. Talent sourcing consists of
gathering personal information, qualifying candidates against a job specification, and
assessing propensity to apply for the role.
The talent sourcing stage of the RVC can take place online or offline, usually by phone. It is
difficult to ascertain the split between offline and online sourcing because a combination of
methods may be used, and there is some reluctance by recruiters to admit a reliance on
openly-available online sources. There may be an understandable need for staffing agencies
to maintain mystique about the sourcing and screening process, in order to justify value add
and fee levels compared to disintermediated options. For the purposes of this project, we
have used a working assumption based on industry knowledge that the majority of sourcing is
initiated online, even if supplemented by validation checks by phone, so we refer to the
market as Online Talent Sourcing.
Whereas offline talent sourcing typically aims to penetrate a company and map its personnel,
online talent sourcing typically aims to access communities of interest on the World Wide
Web. Those communities may exist on, for example, CV databases, social networks, blogs,
forums and conference attendee lists.
Where do Social Networks fit in?
The second wave of SNSs established in 2003-2004, including LinkedIn, Xing, ASmallWorld
and Facebook, learned from the commercial failure of the first SNSs launched in the late
1990s-early 2000s (Boyd and Ellison, 2007). Following the earlier example of Ryze
(founded in 2001), LinkedIn’s founder, Reid Hoffman, decided that there were "dollars in
online recruiting" (quoted in Festa, 2003), and launched in 2003. Figure 5 illustrates the
extent to which LinkedIn now dominates amongst business-focused SNSs, based on number
of profiles. This paper will focus on LinkedIn given its dominant position.
Figure 5 (source: Appendix 1)
Business SNS
Share by Number (m)
XING, 12, 4% Other, 2, 1%
Plaxo, 15, 6%
LinkedIn
Viadeo
Viadeo, 45, 17%
Plaxo
XING
LinkedIn, 187,
72%
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Marc Andreessen, a director of Facebook and investor in LinkedIn, believes “LinkedIn is
today's fastest growing recruiting company. For the first time ever, on LinkedIn, employees
can maintain their own resumés for recruiters to search in real time—giving LinkedIn the
opportunity to eat the lucrative $400 billion recruiting industry.” (Andreessen 2011, Wall
Street Journal).
So business SNS are a type of OTS, but have they complemented existing OTS or are they
substituting them?
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CHAPTER 2: Analysis and Review
In this chapter we will consider the size of the OTS market, the evolution of the OTS market,
the nature and type of innovation in OTS, and the perspective of equity and industry analysts.
How big is the OTS market?
Given the porous nature of the market boundaries within the RVC, there is understandable
uncertainty about the size of the OTS market. Overestimates include Andreessen’s reference
to LinkedIn eating the “$400bn recruiting market” (ibid.). Analysts (e.g. Macquarie, 2012;
Cantor Fitzgerald, 2012) cite a comparable figure of $87bn for the entire RVC. The headline
figure used by analysts for the addressable OTS market (e.g. Macquarie, 2012; Cantor
Fitzgerald, 2012) is $27bn, which is also materially overstated. It includes $13.4bn related to
executive search, or headhunting, which is a service-orientated offering far-removed from the
OTS competencies of LinkedIn, Monster, SEEK, or the hybrid models which have emerged
between the staffing agency and OTS sectors. Secondly, the $27bn includes remnant print
classified ads of $6.0bn (Cantor Fitzgerald, 2012). Unless OTS providers are to diversify
into print classifieds, a ratio of 7:1 should be applied for revenue loss on the transition from
print to digital (Edmonds, The Poynter Institute, 2012). If this is added to the $7.7bn estimate
(Cantor Fitzgerald, 2012) for online advertising and job boards, a more reasonable estimate
for the OTS market is $8.5bn. This gives LinkedIn a 3% market share based on its declared
recruitment revenue in 2011 (LinkedIn, 2012).
Evolution of the OTS market
Using the lens of 5 Forces analysis (Porter, 1980) to understand the OTS market’s relative
position in the RVC (Figure 1), customers (employers) are highly-fragmented and have low
power; as do jobseekers, who we can regard as suppliers (of their data). The most significant
force is the threat of new entrants or substitutes, due to low barriers to entry: there are low
capital requirements; low switching costs for suppliers and buyers; and a low technological
threshold for entry. Competitive rivalry in the OTS sector is high, with even leading firms
such as LinkedIn and Monster carrying less than 5% market share.
The evolution of the talent sourcing market can be represented generationally, as in Figure 6
below. The newspaper classifieds model and offline sourcing (as part of the staffing agency)
ran alongside one another through the twentieth century. Remnants of these models still exist
today, accounting for over $6bn. of revenue (Cantor Fitzgerald, 2012). In the 1990s, the
“Internet job-board [took] the place of newspaper advertising” (Morningstar, 2012) with a
new model which was “disruptive and radical” (Interviewee2). Some argue that LinkedIn has
been “highly disruptive” (Cantor Fitzgerald, 2012), introducing a new generation of talent
sourcing and causing discontinuity for the job-board model.
These generations are represented in Figure 6 on axes relating to the fundamentals of
sourcing: whether the sourcing is push- or pull-based and whether it is private or public.
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Figure 6
Push
Offline
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OTS?
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OTS
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OTS
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Public
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classifieds
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Push sourcing is a direct marketing action to reach out to potential jobseekers. This includes
outbound phone or email; attending events; following up on referrals; and locating CVs on a
CV database and contacting relevant candidates. Pull sourcing is an indirect marketing action
to encourage jobseekers to reach out to you, such as advertising a job vacancy. The first
generation OTS combined both pull (job listings) and push (CV database) sourcing.
The public/private axis has come into focus with the advent of SNS in OTS. Private sourcing
is where recruitment data are restricted to those involved in a push or pull sourcing action,
such as a response to a job listing or uploading a CV to a CV database only accessible by
recruiters. Public sourcing is where those recruitment data are made openly available, such
as LinkedIn’s open CV database.
The dotted arrows represent the direction of travel for incumbents. LinkedIn has extended its
OTS service from push-based CV database and email contact to include pull-based job
listings. Job-boards are developing more push-based sourcing innovations. The chart shows
a wide “privacy gap” between the SNS and non-SNS providers in the OTS market. The issue
of privacy is examined further below.
OTS S Curves
A comprehensive review of analysts’ reports (Table 3, References) and trade literature shows
a consensus as to the S curves (Foster, 1986) in play in the OTS market – Figure 7. The
performance metric of Applications Per Vacancy has been the primary benchmark for talent
sourcing since pre-Internet press classifieds and offline sourcing, and is used for our S curves.
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Figure 7

Analyst’s Eye View of Talent Sourcing: Stylised Nested S curves
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The S curves are seen as driven by broad web technology trends: the introduction of the
World Wide Web in the 1990s; the transition to a “social Web” in the 2000s; and to mobile
Internet in the 2010s. Whilst these generic trends are instructive, it is unclear whether they
do represent discontinuities or incremental innovation. We can reformulate the S curves, in
Figure 8, using the established concept of push and pull sourcing, each of which is
underpinned by the technology made available through the broader web trends above. This
presents a picture of more incremental innovation in the OTS sector between 2000 and 2020.
Figure 8

Author’s View of Talent Sourcing: Stylised Nested S curves
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SNS as system builders
Much analyst commentary (Table 3, References) refers to the “network effect” (Cantor
Fitzgerald, 2012) as a key reason for LinkedIn’s success, and LinkedIn appears to be a
powerful example of system building. LinkedIn’s consumer value proposition is enabling
users and firms to build, maintain and leverage networks. Its rapid growth to 187m. members
evidences its success in sending signals to build its network effect. It is not pushing the
envelope too far to state that SNS have changed the nature of system building, by multiplying
the number of connections, reducing decay of connections, and moving from a norm of
dyadic to triadic (and beyond) connections. These factors combine to reduce the number of
structural holes in social networks, improving information flow but weakening the power of
individual bridges in the network.
Further, a large part of the reason for LinkedIn’s early success was system building by its
founders. “Ryze.com … launched in 2001 to help people leverage their business networks.
Ryze's founder … introduced the site to … the San Francisco business and technology
community, including the entrepreneurs … behind many future SNS. In particular, the people
behind Ryze, Tribe.net, LinkedIn, and Friendster were tightly entwined personally and
professionally. They believed that they could support each other without competing .” (Boyd
and Ellison, 2007).
LinkedIn as a New Dominant Design
If LinkedIn is seen as disruptive, a logical question is whether it has established a new
dominant design in OTS. There are other business SNS in the OTS market, which generally
entered the market at approximately the same time as LinkedIn. New entrants into the market
are not focused on the SNS model, preferring technology such as video and mobile (Chapter
4). Incumbents in OTS have not adopted any of the key components of LinkedIn’s model
such as a public CV database or freemium business model. There has been no acquisition of
business SNS by OTS incumbents such as Monster, Indeed and SEEK. This indicates that
LinkedIn has not established a new dominant design for OTS. It is possible but unlikely that
this is due to non-market factors, such as LinkedIn’s purchase of the Six Degrees social
networking patent (Festa, CNET, 2003). It is more likely that this is because LinkedIn has
innovated incrementally, and succeeded by out-competing, rather than through a disruptive
innovation.
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CHAPTER 3: Research Method and Findings
Process
The project draws on three sets of data. Firstly, we examined existing literature during
November 2012. Current equity analyst research and trade commentary was reviewed, along
with academic papers. This first dataset established the face value perspectives on our topic
and uncovered limitations in the public understanding of the sector and value chain.
Secondly, an online survey of professionals working in OTS was conducted in December
2012. The survey was a bespoke design based on templates for other academic surveys. It
draws on the frameworks discussed in Chapter 2 and elicits expert trade opinion thereon.
Over 900 industry respondents were invited to participate through our networks of contacts
on Twitter, LinkedIn, private email and blog. The survey returned 50 responses in total, of
which 38 were complete and 12 were partial responses. The qualifying questions established
a suitable degree of expertise with 96% of the respondents working in or with the sector; 86%
using OTSs in their job; and a good cross-section of functional responsibility and seniority
(Appendix 4). This second dataset indicated that industry practitioners have a different
perspective to analysts and journalists, particularly in the nature of the innovation in the
sector in recent years and likely future trends.
Thirdly, interviews were conducted with six senior industry experts, using the survey
questionnaire as a template. Interviews were conducted as open-ended conversations, either
in person or by phone, in December 2012 and January 2013. Contemporaneous notes were
taken during interviews and summarized after the interviews. The interviewees provided a
breadth of perspective, ranging from executives at global and UK plcs, to owner-managers of
companies in the UK and Asia, to industry consultants. The findings in the interviews were
largely consistent with the results of the online survey, whilst providing more depth and
insight.
There are assumptions and limitations to the research method. The survey was reviewed by a
peer and not validated by my supervisor prior to publication. The invitations to participate in
the survey were distributed openly but within a restricted network, which may result in an
echo chamber effect. The sample size for completed survey responses is relatively small,
increasing the risk of misrepresentation. The interviews were also conducted with a limited
set of first or second degree contacts. A greater number of interviews would be needed to
provide a representative view. Interviews were not recorded and interviewees were not asked
to countersign the interview notes.
Findings - research
The findings for desk research are discussed above in Chapter 2.
Findings and discussion – survey
The survey questionnaire is at Appendix 3 and the summary results at Appendix 4.
Respondents thought that innovation had been “very important” for success in OTS over the
past five years, but was even more important over the forthcoming five years, with 59%
rating it “critically important”. A high level of focus on innovation would be expected in a
fast-moving technology/media market such as OTS. The increase in level of importance in
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the next five years would prima facie indicate an expectation of an increasing pace of change
and/or discontinuity. This is not supported by the rest of the survey, which indicates that
incremental change is more likely than discontinuous change; and a forecast reduction in net
entry to the market.
The survey showed strong net entry into the market over the past five years, which would
indicate, following Geroski (2002), that the market was in an era of ferment (Anderson and
Tushman, 1990), with a technology, market or organizational disruption. There was less
certainty about entry/exit to the market over the next five years, with a consensus for
continued, but weak, net entry. This could indicate that a new dominant design has emerged,
and the market shifts to consolidation and revenue growth. Other factors which could affect
our interpretation include the value chain shift discussed above (Figure 2), and referenced by
Interviewee1: “It’s hard to say [if there is net entry or exit] – it is more that the lines have
been blurred with the new models – with many of the new businesses, you can’t really say
what is a staffing agency and what’s a job-board – it’s all online recruitment.”
There was a high degree of consensus that LinkedIn has been the leading innovator in online
recruitment over the past 5 years: 83% selected LinkedIn, with none of the other 7 options
registering more than 2 votes. This position as the sector’s leading innovator has been
reflected in revenues - LinkedIn’s declared recruitment revenues increased 715% from $32m
in 2007 to $261m in 2011 (Thomson Reuters), a faster rate of organic growth than any major
incumbent in the sector.
There was also consensus about the innovation that LinkedIn has introduced. The free text
responses to this question have been parsed automatically using www.wordle.net to produce a
word cloud, which emphasizes the four most used terms in the responses: social, network,
job, database.
Figure 9

This amalgam of social network and recruitment database is often referred to in the responses
as “social recruiting”, where recruiters “source candidates by viewing their online
profiles/CVs” which are created by “joining people together via their networks”. What
“social recruiting” appeared to mean to respondents was more than just a “free CV database”,
but richer profiling data due to the inclusion of the “social graph” of candidates: for example,
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“candidate to network linking to source informal references” and it “does part of the 'research'
job for you in seeing the connections.”
Three threads of comment were noted on the nature of LinkedIn’s innovation. Firstly, “their
job board type offering isn't particularly sophisticated” brings to mind Christensen’s
observation that disruptive innovations are likely to offer, initially, a lower level of
performance based on traditional industry metrics (Christensen, C. 1997). Whether
LinkedIn’s innovation is disruptive or incremental is discussed below.
Secondly, is LinkedIn’s innovation really one of further disintermediation of the value chain?
One respondent notes "they made a resumé database work, using social as means to attract
end users. They are making what was core to recruitment agencies’ value [proposition] - their
database - easily accessible to employers.” The value chain at Figure 2 above indicates that
the boundary between staffing agencies and OTS has become less defined, with stronger
levels of disintermediation. LinkedIn’s moves to offer ATS technology – Talent Pipeline
(Jefferies, Sept. 2012, p.5) and heavy investment in marketing to direct employers (William
Blair, Oct. 2012, p.1) could be taken to indicate that LinkedIn is most focused on
disintermediating staffing agencies and building direct employer relationships. Notably,
LinkedIn does not reveal the split in its income from staffing agencies versus direct
employers, leaving this to be inferred by analysts and investors; and anecdotal and
anonymous information to the author indicates that a substantial part of Hiring Solutions and
Premium Subscriptions revenue is from staffing agencies. We further note the view of
Morgan Stanley that the risk of disintermediation of staffing agencies by LinkedIn is
“overblown” (Morgan Stanley, Sept. 2012). Our conclusion is that there is presentational
upside in defining a larger, disintermediated market, when there are weighty expectations
about future earnings growth built into share valuations. There is scant evidence for
wholesale disintermediation, and the addressable market for OTS participants is $8.5bn
(Chapter 2).
Thirdly, respondents referred to “a free CV database for recruiters” and “direct contact with
user-generated CVs for free.” This is supported by comments from Interviewee1: “their real
innovation is not social; it is making the freemium model work. Getting everyone hooked on
it, so it becomes a fundamental part of the toolkit.” The freemium business model involves
providing a baseline service for free, in return for data on users and the ability to upsell those
users to a paid service – a type of “social contract” (Locke, 1689). We set out below a view
that the freemium nature of LinkedIn is a necessary outcome of the “open CV database”
which is at the heart of its data capture model.
The classification of the innovation in the OTS sector was less clear in the survey. The charts
below show the competence-enhancing/competence-destroying dichotomy overlaid on the
Henderson Clark innovation matrix (Henderson, Clark, 1990). This allows us to view the
responses more holistically.
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Figure 10 shows views on innovation over the past 5 years; Figure 11 over the next 5 years.
Figure 10
Past five years
Architecture

Existing

Existing
Competenceenhancing
69%

Architectural
4

17

Modular

Radical
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New

Component

New
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6
Competencedestroying
31%

Henderson-Clark

The survey shows little belief that recent industry innovation has been radical, i.e. disruptive.
The preferred quadrant was architectural innovation, i.e., changing existing components into
a new overall solution, followed by modular innovation, i.e., introducing new components
into an existing overall solution. This is consistent with Seidel and Ventresca in that most
innovation is architectural or modular. Is “social recruiting” a new and better engine in the
existing OTS solution or is it a reorganization of existing knowledge and technology into a
new formulation? Interviewee4 believes the innovation is modular – a better data capture
tool – “They’ve been able to collect people’s data in a very effective way that no other jobboard has done”. Interviewee1 believes both are true – it is both architectural – “LinkedIn’s
real success is making freemium work – it’s the free access, then upsell”; and modular – “It’s
about the extra profiling you get – who they are connected to, how they fit in.” There appears
to be no reason why a company cannot make complementary innovations which are
architectural and modular, yet sum to an incremental rather than radical innovation.
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Figure 11
Next five years
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There is material uncertainty in the innovation outlook for the next five years. On one hand,
respondents did not believe innovation would be competence-destroying; yet radical
innovation was ranked on a par with modular and architectural innovation. Given none of the
respondents had a crystal ball, the varied responses are reasonable and expected.
It is intriguing that the respondents had a much higher level of certainty about the most likely
innovator in the next five years. Facebook led with 44%, followed by LinkedIn on 31%, and
all other options as also-rans. This is a turnaround from LinkedIn’s 83% score over the past
five years, with Facebook is seen as a major new entrant into the OTS market, likely to drive
significant change. Respondents were clear as to why significant innovation was more likely
to come from new entrants to the OTS market, for example, “many incumbents get bogged
down supporting their existing technologies” and “existing players are slow to react to
change - encumbered by locked-in processes and old technology.” This echoes theories of
the “liability of senescence” (Hannan and Carroll, 1992) and “organizational rigidity” (ibid.),
where it is argued that as organizations mature, they “set” and their ability to adapt to change
is reduced. Although outside the scope of this paper, it would be worthwhile to consider the
extent to which legacy web platforms amplify this effect, i.e., the short shelf life of web
technologies accelerates the predisposition to senescence of businesses which are reliant on
them.
Findings - interviews
Other than as discussed above, the key themes from the six interviews were: market
definition and boundaries; the benefits of scale; combining architectural and modular
innovation; mobile and social recruiting. These are discussed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4: Data Analysis and Commentary
Net Entry/Exit
Figure 12 is a representation of the evolution of the OTS market, using the concept of number
of entrants/exits from the market (Geroski, 2003), overlaid with survey and interview
responses. The wide spread of responses is attributed to the blurred boundaries of the
market, discussed below. The consensus is of a market with decelerating net entry, moving
into net exit and consolidation. This is indicative of a mature market, which is experiencing
incremental innovation, rather than disruption and the emergence of a new dominant design.
Figure 12

Number of active participants in
OTS market – entry and exit
Strong net
entry
Weak net
entry
Time
Weak net
exit
Strong net
exit

Top survey responses
Interview responses

After Geroski, 2003

The consensus from interviewees was that the OTS market has “moved into the consolidation
phase” (Interviewee6), although low “barriers to entry in the market mean small niche firms
will continue to enter, but rarely get any scale or traction” (Interviewee2). Consolidation is
being driven by “the positive dynamics of scale and network externalities in the sector.”
(Interviewee2). Interviewee3 observed that recent new entrants tended to be smaller and low
impact, focused in areas such as video and referrals.
Porous Boundaries
Interviewee1 noted that “it’s hard to say [if there is net entry or exit] – it’s more that the lines
have been blurred with the new models – … you can’t really say what is a staffing agency
and what’s a job-board – it’s all online recruitment.” Interviewee3 agreed that the market
boundaries appeared more porous but the “execution [of the cross-over propositions] has
been woeful.”
Other interviewees noted that market boundaries were blurring throughout the RVC.
Interviewee3 thought this centred on staffing agencies, whose “model is under attack from all
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sides – from flat fee recruiters to RPOs to newspapers trying to be recruitment consultants.”
This would support the higher level of disintermediation across the RVC noted in Figure 2,
and the proposition that there has been only partial blurring of the OTS market boundary.
How Big is Too Big?
All the interviewees mentioned scale as a critical success factor in OTS, for example “the
heart of LinkedIn’s success is its critical mass, just like Facebook.” (Interviewee5) and “the
barriers to entry against LinkedIn are almost insurmountable at present – a database of
187m.” (Interviewee3). Yet interviewees also indicated that scale was a double-edged sword.
Some interviewees believed that “scale is an issue in its own right. Monopolies don’t exist in
our sector” (Interviewee3) and that “as soon as a source gets so big; it opens the door for
someone to come in” (Interviewee5). This argument references quality of hire and the
importance of privacy in recruitment, discussed below. Other interviewees believed that “as
long as matching technology gets better, then this should overcome the scale issue. Scale
gives you more candidate and employer liquidity” (Interviewee2). Interviewee5 described
scale without effective matching: “if networks are bigger and more visible, that decreases
efficiency and increases noise [for resourcers]. As so often, the benefits are evened out by
extra costs.”
Other interviewees thought that the resistance to excessive scale was driven by clients –
“where too many of hires come from one source, that’s a huge risk to recruiters and so they
encourage competition” (Interviewee3). Whilst one can see this argument, it is “difficult to
see how it can be coordinated over time, as rational decision-makers will opt for the most
cost-effective option” (Interviewee2).
The concluding views on scale noted that OTS businesses “don’t always need to [compete on
scale]” and “the biggest audience does not mean … the biggest threat” (Interviewee3),
because niche offerings and quality of hire are as relevant. Interviewee6 distinguished scale
from “liquidity – an equal volume of buyers and sellers – whether that is Monster or
LinkedIn”, i.e., operating as a market which has sufficient relevant offers for visitors, rather
than the most offers.
Competence-Enhancing Innovation
The interviewees were of the view that recent OTS innovation was “incremental, building on
competences” (Interviewee6) rather than radical. This is consistent with the findings above,
and supports the conclusion that industry insiders hold a different view to the equity analysts’
view of LinkedIn as “highly disruptive” (Cantor Fitzgerald, 2012), causing discontinuity of
existing competences.
Interviewee2 described the first generation of job-boards as “disruptive and radical” in
making newspaper classified advertising obsolescent, and that the second generation and
third generation OTS were “building incrementally”.
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Modular and/or Architectural Innovation
As with the survey responses, interviewees thought that innovation in the sector had been,
and would be, either or both modular and architectural (Henderson Clark model), with a
consensus for incremental innovation.
The modular innovation brought to OTS by SNS was improved data capture from consumers:
“a modular innovation … the breakthrough was getting people to put their full CV and
biography up there in public – they took an existing building block and fundamentally reengineered it.” (Interviewee2). This was summed up by Interviewee4 as “they’ve been able to
collect people’s data in an effective way that no other job-board has done” and Interviewee6
as “the social networks have better data capture in their DNA, so they are further ahead.”
The architectural innovation was the “making freemium work – it’s the free access, then
upsell. (Interviewee1)”. Freemium is defined as “one item is provided at no charge while a
complementary item is sold” (Pujol, 2010). LinkedIn’s freemium product set is set out in
Appendix 2. Previous freemium models in OTS, such as Gumtree, focused on freemium
listing/advertisement for employers and staffing agencies. LinkedIn’s freemium model is
focused primarily on B2B users, with secondary monetization of consumers through
subscription packages.
Under a classic application of the Henderson Clark model, innovation that is both modular
and architectural would be radical, i.e., disruptive. Yet our survey and interviewees indicate
that LinkedIn’s modular and architectural innovation is incremental. These apparently
contradictory conclusions can be reconciled by viewing the Henderson Clark model as a
graduated graph rather than a stylized 2x2 matrix. Our survey asked questions about both the
nature (architectural or component) and the scale (incremental or radical) of the innovation.
This enables the quantum of the innovation to be presented in a more nuanced way.
Figure 13 illustrates, using the same data as Figure 10, how the modular/architectural scores
can be correlated to the scores for competence-enhancing (69%) or competence-destroying
(31%).
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Figure 13
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Emperor’s New Clothes?
Having established that SNS represents an incremental innovation in OTS, and that LinkedIn
is the most successful recent entrant, there was an unexpected and persistent theme in the
interviews that LinkedIn may not be delivering the proven value that would be expected from
a provider with 3% global market share. “The large [recruiters and firms] need to be seen to
have a hand in it. But whether it is a case of the emperor’s new clothes is still to be seen.”
(Interviewee4).
Interviewee5 was unequivocal that “the data we’ve seen [across hundreds of thousands of
recruitment transactions] is that social recruiting is of zero incremental value for resourcing
[in delivering hires]. It could easily turn out to be a lot of hot air.”
Other interviewees were positive that LinkedIn was delivering value, but commented on
underlying issues with pricing or value: “LinkedIn struggle to get their value proposition
across because everyone says it is really expensive, but it’s not really. … Not one client has
licenses for all its recruiters – they can’t afford it as they see it as too expensive. People
would rather go through the inconvenience of sharing licenses. It is not quite as bedded in as
it seems” (Interviewee3).
The issue underpinning this may relate to the different skills needed for “push” and “pull”
sourcing (Figure 6). That is, finding a candidate and approaching them through a CV
database or elsewhere compared to receiving applications to a job listing. For example, “on
LinkedIn, employers are saying there is no issue finding the talent, but they can’t get people
to return calls and respond to approaches” (Interviewee3). Framed in terms of another
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industry value chain, “pull” talent sourcing is your shopping delivered by Waitrose; “push”
talent sourcing is picking the raw ingredients from a farmer’s field.
Matching Technology
Matching technology was referred to by most of the interviewees, and defined by
Interviewee2 as “the defining innovation [in the 1990s transition from print classified
sourcing to OTS]; and the social market innovations are where it goes next. It is still about
scale and matching; but the social signals add to that.” Matching technology in OTS relates
to the indexing of data on vacancies and candidates, and search technologies to ensure the
right candidates and vacancies are exposed to one another. Recruitment matching tends to be
done using specialist technologies, which have evolved in parallel to but separately from
Google’s dominant design in search, for example, see Monster’s acquisition of Trovix search
technology (Thomas, Forrester 2008) later rebranded as 6Sense.
The consensus view of interviewees was that “LinkedIn’s matching is no better than Monster
or anyone else. It’s about the extra profiling you get – who they are connected to, how they fit
in.” (Interviewee1) and that innovation in OTS was “technology-led but the evolution is
market-related innovation – finding new ways of interfacing with people and extracting and
using their data.” (Interviewee4). This further supports the view that this 1990s technology
innovation in OTS, which was disruptive, has not itself been displaced; and that SNS has
delivered incremental, competence-enhancing innovation in the OTS sector.
Privacy
A significant theme in the interviews was data privacy or confidentiality. The theme of
privacy and SNS comes into specific focus in the OTS sector – SNS have made CVs openly
available on the World Wide Web, whereas previously CV data was regarded as confidential
and disclosed by candidates only during a recruitment transaction. This market-based
change is key to the data capture component innovation.
Some interviewees saw this shift to open CV databases as a flaw in the SNS model of OTS:
“jobseekers want that mix of confidentiality and targeting – to be able to [promote] yourself
around progressively, but confidentially” (Interviewee6) and “when does LinkedIn become
the ‘network for hire’ i.e. you don’t want your boss seeing you on it. That’s the contradiction
of an open system [for jobsearch] – it’s perfect for monitoring as well.” (Interviewee5). This
flaw rests on an underlying assumption that jobseekers wish to maintain confidentiality in
their jobsearch. Talent sourcing methods in the past, whether push or pull, have appeared
confidential to the jobseeker, whereas SNS provide a non-confidential push OTS. Further
work would be needed to test the validity of this assumption, through a survey of jobseekers.
The consensus amongst interviewees was that “SNS’s weakness is that people are the product
– most people understand the trade off and accept it” (Interviewee6). Perceptions varied as to
the extent to which consumers understand the service is paid for in their personal data rather
than in cash, but the consensus was that “the only way [SNS] can make money is by upsetting
their members, to some extent” (Interviewee5) and there was a fine line to avoid a “backlash”
if the SNS pushed its commercial agenda too far (Interviewee4).
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Competitive responses
Our survey and interviews showed a negative view of key global incumbents such as Monster
and CareerBuilder. The consensus was that OTS incumbents have been out-competed by
LinkedIn, rather than subject to a discontinuous innovation: “US behemoths cut from a
similar cloth – unwieldy and slow to react to local markets” (Interviewee4) and “what they
have done [in response to LinkedIn] is just feeble – BeKnown etc. What value are they are
adding?” (Interviewee1). Several interviewees believed that LinkedIn is fast “becoming a
comparable beast – it makes a lot of money in the US, but has not been able to translate that
to the UK and elsewhere” (Interviewee4) and it has “2-3 years of hard-core growth ahead, but
that’s all” (Interviewee3). The views on Monster et al reflect the underlying issues of the
“liability of senescence” (Hannan, 1992) and “organizational rigidity” (Hannan, 1984) of
large established companies.
Interviewees did believe that Monster, CareerBuilder, Indeed and others could continue to
succeed in the OTS market – again, supporting our overall conclusion of incremental rather
than radical innovation. Interviewee5 doesn’t “see their business model disappearing
because there’s a pretty level playing field [in OTS], compared to, say, search”. Interviewees
favoured low levels of innovation for these companies, either adopting others’ innovations
(“they need to incorporate social tools into their systems – and they already are – with profile
matching and recommendations” Interviewee5) or even “they are at the harvest and divest
stage now, they will try and innovate to disrupt, but it’s about maintaining the bottom line”
(Interviewee2).
Facebook as an OTS
The online survey identified Facebook as the most likely significant innovator in OTS over
the next five years (Appendix 4). Facebook has five times as many members as LinkedIn
(Appendix 1); voracious data capture tools, and a need for revenue growth. Figure 14 shows
that if Facebook were to enter the OTS sector, LinkedIn would move from a dominant 72%
(Figure 5) to an also-ran 15%.
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Figure 14 (Source: Appendix 1)
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The interviewees offered three insights into the potential threat from Facebook. Firstly, the
size of the OTS market is less appealing than others which Facebook could target: “whilst it
is definitely on their strategic list of options, there are other options further up to address”
(Interviewee2) and “the amount of focus they would need … does not correspond to the size
of the opportunity” (Interviewee3).
Secondly, Facebook is good for “the lower demographic who aren’t so concerned about
confidentiality and data privacy” (Interviewee1) and “younger people who generally have
less of a line between their personal and professional profile” (Interviewee6). This point
appears to be confusing the consumer and recruiter propositions – neither SNS has a
consumer proposition primarily focused on jobsearch, yet the data gathered by both is useful
for recruiters. Facebook already appears to be a more effective recruitment medium than
LinkedIn: with twice as many users finding a job through Facebook as LinkedIn (ratio of
78:40 – Jobvite, 2011).
Thirdly, Facebook has already attempted to enter the OTS market, launching the Social jobs
Partnership with the US Department of Labor in 2011, and extending this into an OTS in
2012 in partnership with Monster and some social recruiting providers. These initiatives
have not gained much traction – Interviewee3 described the execution as “laughable” – but
putting poor execution to one side, Facebook does have an apparent intent to generate OTS
revenues.
If Facebook does enter the OTS market, the primary threat is to the most similar existing
business in the sector – i.e., as a substitute for LinkedIn. With a scale advantage of 5x
(Appendix 1), the ability to price more aggressively because OTS will be a secondary
revenue stream, and very effective data capture tools, Facebook trumps LinkedIn on three
critical success factors. The non-market strategy of lobbying on data privacy would be an
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appropriate response for Monster, SEEK and other incumbents to the entry of Facebook to
the market.
The Future’s Bright, The Future’s Mobile
The growth of the mobile internet was indicated in both the survey and in interviews as the
key future area for innovation in OTS, summarized by one interviewee as “mobile is the most
disruptive trend ever in online recruitment. It has fundamentally changed the way people
access their jobsearch” (Interviewee3). The prima facie rationale is “everyone has a mobile
and it’s always on” (Interviewee6) and “mobile has become the single device where you do
everything” (Interviewee1). Mobile internet usage is scaling at a rapid pace and is already
replacing fixed line access in countries such as India (Meeker, M. 2012). This generic trend
will apply equally to the OTS market as all other online markets.
Interviewees were less clear on how mobile could produce a disruptive innovation – some felt
it provided the “privacy in the online recruitment process” that SNS lacked (Interviewee5),
others that it provided the immediacy of response that jobseekers want. Although our
interviewees talked of mobile as “disruptive”, we categorize the change of internet access
from fixed line to mobile as incremental. The top ten OTS in the UK all have mobile
websites (verified by author, Jan 2013); and the functionality presented therein is materially
consistent with their desktop websites. Two interviewees did refer to a technological
innovation enabled by mobile access – video recruitment.
Video Hiring
Although online video chat has been possible for several years through fixed line and mobile
devices, using services such as Skype, there has been no material uptake of video in OTS.
One reason is that most recruitment activity takes place during working hours, and privacy
would be limited in a desk-based video call. “It is very easy to see how video could take the
entire value chain and compress it, from sourcing to video interview and even sending a
contract – on a mobile, using video” cutting the time to hire and improving efficiency
(Interviewee6). The transition to mobile web could facilitate video becoming a disruptive
innovation in OTS. Certainly, the description of video interviewing by Interviewee3 carries
many of the hallmarks of an era of ferment: “video interviewing has been around for a while,
clients think they need to be doing it, but no-one understands how. … So far I have found
over 50 providers but none has any idea how they fit into the market. Most of the [video
technologies and providers] coming into the [OTS] market, I have no idea what problem they
solve” (Interviewee3).
Video recruitment appears to solve important pain points for both jobseekers and recruiters.
Jobseekers start a conversation with a real person about a role, rather than making a semianonymous application through a website. Recruiters get to screen jobseekers quickly and
easily, at earlier stages of the recruitment process, improving the time to hire and quality of
hire. For providers on the “private” side of the OTS market (Figure 6), video recruitment
provides a means to capture richer data, whilst maintaining privacy.
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusions and Recommendations
The OTS market was born of a disruptive innovation in the print to digital transition, which
enabled smarter matching and CV database search. The entry of LinkedIn and other SNS into
the OTS market has driven incremental innovations, around improved data capture and new
business models such as freemium. Contrary to the views of analysts, there has been no
wholesale disintermediation of the RVC nor discontinuous innovation in OTS; and LinkedIn
has not established a new dominant design for the OTS sector. The OTS market remains
highly fragmented and competitive; and the responses of first generation job boards to new
forms of competition have been slow and weak, hampered by organizational and
technological rigidity. There is a significant opportunity for non-SNS providers in the OTS
market to exploit the “privacy gap” and to drive incremental technological, market and
organizational innovation.
Recommendations
Non-SNS incumbents should seek to address LinkedIn and other SNS providers in the OTS
market through incremental innovation, to build on existing competences. We recommend a
combination of actions, across the TMO framework and including both market and nonmarket actions; rather than a single silver bullet.
Selectively Social
The market innovations brought into OTS by SNS, including better data capture tools and the
freemium business model, can be incorporated by non-SNS providers to level the playing
field with LinkedIn. This is not the same as a wholesale change to a public/open model, as
used by SNS. By combining privacy and social interaction, a “selectively social” model can
develop to “leverage the social network model in a more subtle way, which deals with the
visibility issues. For example, referral fees inside networks could become really important.”
(Interviewee5).
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Lobbying on Data Privacy
Consumer disquiet about privacy offers non-SNS companies in OTS the opportunity for a
non-market response (Baron, D. 1998). This could include lobbying of governmental
organizations such as the UK Information Commissioner’s Office and the European
Commission, and independent bodies such as Intellectual Property Watch and the European
Data Protection Supervisor. Given the need for an internationally-coordinated approach to
online data privacy (Reidenberg, J. 2000), multi-domestic companies such as Monster, SEEK
or Indeed are in a stronger position to lead such non-market action. There is significant
untapped support for such a lobbying effort, for example, a leading technology VC recently
complained that “[use of data by SNS] is breaking trust and tearing up the implicit social
contract we all had ... I always thought of LinkedIn as a simple place to keep my bio up-todate ... I never had an issue with a clean freemium model where I knew my data would be
peddled ... LinkedIn, no doubt suffering from poor engagement metrics …, recently decided
that my profile could ... be used as a landing page to force ... sign-up. In a classic example of
bait-and-switch, it is using me for its own advertising ... and using its core service (my
profile) as a conversion tool. What I understood to be a core free service is now a user
acquisition tool; walls are being erected.” (Destin, F. 2012)
The data privacy question echoes the timeless social contract philosophy of Hobbes and
Locke, the online construction being that SNS users have consented explicitly or implicitly to
give some of their personal data (and autonomy) to the SNS in exchange for other benefits
including access to the data of others. The social contract distinction between natural rights
and legal rights is instructive. Whatever the SNS Terms and Conditions might say, there are
underlying views about the natural rights of users of the World Wide Web. “Tim Berners-Lee
warned that Facebook, LinkedIn and [others] represent ‘one of several threats’ to the future of
the World Wide Web. ‘The web ... was built on egalitarian principles,’ he wrote. ‘... Some of
its most successful inhabitants have begun to chip away at its principles. ... Your social
networking site becomes ... a closed silo of content ... that does not give you full control over
your information in it.’” (Bradley, S. 2011).
Mobile and Video
Whilst we discount some of hyperbole around the switch from fixed line to mobile internet
access, mobile represents a substantial opportunity for incumbents in OTS to innovate
incrementally and to differentiate from SNS providers. Both Facebook and LinkedIn have
adapted poorly to the growth of mobile, both in usage and monetization – mobile represents
their “Achilles’ heel” (Interviewee3). Within the broader spread of mobile technologies,
video is a likely component-based technological innovation which could deliver material
benefits to jobseekers and recruiters.
Quality of Hire
“With the ability to measure productivity/efficiency of ... recruitment, metrics will shift
towards the Quality of Hire” (REC, Recruitment 2022, p.12, 2012). Drawing together the
strands of innovation in recent years, there is an underlying drive to improve the quality of
hire. Better data capture means more data, which means better evaluation; ATS enable
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measurement of the effectiveness of the hiring process; improvements to matching
technology mean more relevant applicants; and so on.
Yet the fundamental performance metric in OTS remains Applications Per Vacancy (Figure
7), a quantitative measure. We recommend that OTS providers should focus on a new
performance metric, which can help direct R&D efforts to innovations focused on Quality of
Hire. Our suggestion is that Contribution Per Hire replaces Applications Per Vacancy as the
core metric in OTS. We define Contribution Per Hire as “the value generated for an
employer by a new employee”, which can be as simple as the margin generated by a
salesperson during their employment, or as complex as the value of patents registered by a
research chemist during their employment.
Figure 15
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Whilst we recognize the challenges with measurement, using this metric as a baseline would
drive greater focus on both quality of talent sourced and measurement throughout the RVC
and beyond.
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Appendix 1: Business SNS Size
Name

Viadeo
LinkedIn
Plaxo

XING

Ryze
ASmallWorld

Elixio and others

Member Source
network size
(m.)
45 http://www.viadeo.com/en/connexion/ Retrieved 19
December 2012
187 At 30 Sept 2012, http://press.linkedin.com/about
Retrieved 19 December 2012
15 http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Messaging-andCollaboration/Is-Plaxo-on-the-Block/ Retrieved 19
December 2012
12 http://corporate.xing.com/no_cache/english/press/pressreleases/details/article/press-releasebrxing-passes-6million-membermar/572/117ae7e7913db65390d4e677a3529fc2/
Retrieved 19 December 2012
0.6 http://ryze.com/ Retrieved 19 December 2012
0.5 Author’s estimate based on public figure of 320,000 in
2008 http://www.forbes.com/2008/05/02/socialnetworks-vip-tech-personal-cx_nr_0502style.html
Retrieved 19 December 2012
0.5 Author’s estimate

Twitter has been excluded as insufficient profiling data is available at present to make it a
viable primary OTS. Facebook has been excluded from Figure 5 on the basis that OTS
revenues are not currently a material revenue stream for Facebook.
Facebook
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1,000 http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10000872396390443635
404578036164027386112.html
Retrieved 19 December 2012
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Appendix 2: Freemium Product Set

Source: Cantor Fitzgerald, Sep 2012, p.17.
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Appendix 3: Survey Questionnaire
[Redacted]
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Appendix 4: Survey Results
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Appendix 5: Interviewees
[Redacted]
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Table 3: Equity analyst reports
Firm
Cantor Fitzgerald

Title
Equity Research: LinkedIn
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Sept. 2012

Jefferies

LinkedIn: Assuming Coverage
With a Buy
LinkedIn: The Search Engine
for Global Talent
LinkedIn Risk to Staffing
Agencies Overblown
LinkedIn: New Products
Showcased at
Talent Connect 2012
Why We Think A De-Merger
of SEK Job Ads and SEK
Education Could Make
Strategic & Financial Sense
Monster Worldwide, Inc.

Sept. 2012

Author
Squali, Y; Khan, N;
Paulson, K.
Not given

Oct. 2012

Not given

Sept. 2012

Allen, T.

Oct. 2012

Devitt, S.

Aug. 2012

McLeod, A;
Goodridge, M.

Aug. 2012

Lekraj, V.

Company Note: LinkedIn

Oct. 2012

Monster: Note for NYSE
Guru Stock Report for MWW
LinkedIn Corporation
Deeper Look at New Products

Oct. 2012
Oct. 2012
Oct. 2012

Zgutowicz, M;
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McHugh, T. et al

Macquarie (USA)
Morgan Stanley
Morgan Stanley

Morgan Stanley
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Research
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for Hiring Solutions After
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SEEK job ads weaken further
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Corporation
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